Rabbit in the Moon

San Francisco, 1989: Forty years after Mao
and his Peoples Liberation Army set poised
to change China forever, Dr. Lili Quan
prepares for a journey that will change her
life forever. To honor her mothers dying
wish that Lili return home, Lili reluctantly
sets out for China. For Lili, a passionate
idealist, this will be an extraordinary trip
filled with remarkable discoveries - from
meeting and falling in love with Chi-Wen
Zhou, a victim of the Cutural Revolution
and zealous Taoist, to finding Dr. Ni-Fu
Cheng, the grandfather Lili believed had
died years ago. But Dr. Cheng has made
the most remarkable discovery of all: hes
discovered the secret to long life. As Dr.
Chengs only relative, Lilis life is in
jeopardy. As greedy and unscrupulous men
vie for control of the most earth-shattering
discovery of the century, Lili Quan could
become a pawn in a deadly and dangerous
international game. Before Lili can hold
the key to the future, she must unlock the
deadly secrets of the past.

- 3 min - Uploaded by Fletcher RhodenCHECK OUT THE NEW DIRECTORS CUT FOR 2014, right here on
Youtube: https://www Have you ever looked up at the moon and seen what looks like a rabbit pounding on a log or
pestle? Did you know there are many legends - 13 min - Uploaded by Pseudo EntertainmentRabbit in the Moon. Rabbit
In The Moon - Mind Fuct - Live at The Ultra Music Festival - 2 min - Uploaded by Rabbit in the MoonFILMED AT
THE ULTRA MUSIC FESTIVAL MIAMI AND SOUTH KOREA 2016. Legends involving a rabbit in the moon, a
toad or frog and a spider are all the result of pareidolia.The moon rabbit in folklore is a rabbit that lives on the Moon,
based on pareidolia that identifies the markings of the Moon as a rabbit. The folklore originated in - 68 min - Uploaded
by This ChannelRabbit In The Moon - Floori.D.A. Label: Hallucination Format: CD Country: US Released: 1999 - 5
min - Uploaded by HavocTVR.I.T.M. is the most original electronic group in the world. A band that exists on many
levels Rabbit in the Moon is an American electronic music group. Their style draws from psychedelic trance, house
music and breakbeat, along with other diverseDesigned and directed by The Man Behind The Curtain. - 31 min Uploaded by Mandy LishusRabbit in the Moons mesmerizing live production is one of a kind. Unforgettable and
Every night the Old Man in the Moon looks down on Earth to see how his animals and people are doing. He smiles to
see them resting after a - 6 min - Uploaded by elziardvideo for the awesome song and Bunnys incredible light suit. - 7
min - Uploaded by Janson MediaPromotional clip of Rabbit In The Moon performing Mind Fuct. This is a clip off of
the DVD Listen to Rabbit in the Moon SoundCloud is an audio platform that lets you listen to what you love and share
the sounds you create.. Los Angeles. 14 Tracks. - 3 min - Uploaded by The Museum of Modern ArtDoc Fortnight,
MoMAs annual international festival of nonfiction film, returns with 10 days of A very short version in the Florentine
Codex (right) reads: The myth of the rabbit in the moon goes as follows: The gods, they say, were teasing the moon and
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